Abstract-To improve the quality of real datasets by remove noise data, a new method for noise data detection based on Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise (DBSCAN) and support vector data description (SVDD) was proposed in this article. Firstly, classical DBSCAN algorithm was used to cluster the data and remove the outliers. Secondly, SVDD was used to train the grouped data according to the cluster result, and gained discriminant model for each group. All these discriminant models were used in whole dataset to classify the data. The point does not belong to any class is identified as noise data and be removed. Experimental studies are done using UCI dataset. It is shown that the method we proposed is considerably efficient.
INTRODUCTION
The data in the real world are usually contain "dirty Data", which means there are many missing data, noisy data, inconsistent data and redundant data in the dataset [1] . According to the "garbage in, garbage out" principle, the wrong data input may lead to get undesired, often nonsensical output. In addition, wrong data can lead to additional operation cost and response time, and will affect the correctness of the model that can be drawn from the data set and export rules [2] - [4] . If the accuracy of the analysis result was error, it will mislead the decision and affect the quality of the information service. Therefore, the importance of data cleansing is selfevident.
Noise data processing is an important part of data cleaning. Noise data detection methods mainly include the following types [5] : (1 Many classical clustering algorithms in clustering process will produce some "by-products" -the outliers. As a result, these clustering algorithms can be used in the detection of noise data points. Noise data detection based on clustering is more intuitive, also in line with the human perception of noise data [6] . Furthermore, this method generally does not increase the complexity of the original algorithm and the testing speed will be faster while the clustering process is completed. Because the algorithm only need to traverse over the datasets to calculate the distance from data point to the cluster center in the testing stage, the time complexity of noise data detection method based on clustering totally depends on the complexity of the clustering algorithm [7] - [8] .
In this article, a new method for noise data detection based on DBSCAN and SVDD was proposed. The algorithm clusters the data based on DBSCAN to remove the outliers of whole datasets firstly, then detects noise data in every cluster which have not been detected in the first step by using SVDD method to gain better result. Experimental studies shown that the method we proposed is considerably efficient.
The sections of this paper are organized as following. In section II, DBSCAN algorithm and SVDD algorithm are presented. In section III, DBS-SVDD Noise data detection algorithm is proposed. Section IV illustrates the experimental results and analysis. Conclusions are outlined in the last section.
II. DBSCAN ALGORITHM AND SVDD ALGORITHM

A. DBSCAN Algorithm
DBSCAN is a cluster algorithm based on density theory. It groups the data points which are dense and near-by into a single cluster [9] . It is widely used in many applications because it is not sensitive to noise and can deal with high dimensional data ignore the data shape and size [10] - [11] . In this section, a number of definitions and properties of the DBSCAN algorithm are reviewed. There are three types of points can be distinguished, namely core points, border points and noise. In a datasets, if the points number is higher than MinPts within the point's Epsneighberhood, it is a core point. An point is a border point if it is not a core point and in other core point's Eps-neighberhood. The noise points are the points neither the core point nor the border point. Fig. 1 shows the three types of objects. 
B. SVDD Algorithm
The SVDD is inspired by the global optimisation problem and SVM, which was presented at the Fifth Annual ACM Workshop on Computation Learning Theory (COLT) for the first time [12] . SVDD is a method for one-class classification to obtain an accurate estimate of a set of observations [13] - [14] . In general, the data description problem differs from classification problems with dual-class or multi-class classification. SVDD uses a single type in a normal data set to separate the set from a few abnormal data (outliers) and is a popular kernel method for outlier detection. The method tries to fit one-class data with a super-sphere. SVDD is an effective one-class classification algorithm.
To begin, we assume vectors x are column vectors and have a dataset:
where i =1, ..., n. Here, n is the vector index, and d is the dimension of the vector. The data set is mapped to a high dimensional feature space, where we try to search for a minimal enclosing hyper-sphere by means of a Gaussian kernel function. Soft constraints are described by 2 2 ( ) , 0
where ||·|| is the Euclidean norm, a is the centre of the hypersphere, R is the radius, and ξ is a slack variables. The minimum hyper-sphere can be taken in the form
where C is a penalty constant. This optimisation problem is solved using Lagrange multipliers. We set the derivative of Lagrangian with respect to R, a, and ξ equal to zero, and transform it into the Wolfe dual form using the Lagrange multipliers αj:
Core objects (green points), border objects (blue points) and noise (red points).
We represent the dot products by a positive definite kernel, or Mercer kernel ( , ) i j K x x . In this paper, we use the Gaussian kernel:
with width parameter q. The Wolfe dual form becomes ,
In view of (3), (5) we have: We see from (8) that when the radius R(xi) is equal to R, xi is a support vector. Therefore, some support vectors (SVs) lie on the sphere (0< αj <C), the bounded support vectors (BSVs) are outside the sphere (αj =C), and the other points are inside the sphere (αj =0).
III. DBS-SVDD NOISE DATA DETECTION ALGORITHM
The DBS-SVDD algorithm proposed in this article combines the DBSCAN with SVDD algorithm in two stages to remove the noise data. We assume there are m classes after using DBSCAN cluster algorithm, and each class is marked as Ci (i=1,2,…,m). The sample belongs to Ci is marked as subset Di. Then calculate the center ai and radius ri by using Di to train a SVDD classifier. When the m hyper-spheres were determined, the locations of them were determined. The hyper-spheres are independently in ideal state, but in fact it is possible that they overlap each other. Figure 6 illustrates 3 types of the relationship between sample Z and the hyper-spheres.
In the first case, the data sample z only within one hypersphere, then z belongs to this class. In the second case, the data sample z in multiple hyper-spheres at the same time, and then determine the class of z belongs to by using the normalized distance measurement function (x) d (z,a )
In the third case, the data sample z is not in any hyper-sphere. In this circumstance, z is determined as noise. This means that if the point is not in any hyper-sphere of original datasets, it is determined as noise by DBS -SVDD algorithm.
DBS-SVDD noise data detection algorithm steps are described as follows:
Input: the original datasets S, given radius Eps, the minimum number of objects in neighborhood MinPts, kernel parameter σ and penalty constant C.
Output: the set N include all the noise detected from original datasets S.
Setp1: given the value of Eps and MinPts. Setp2: select a point randomly from datasets S, and count the number of points in its neighborhood. If the number is higher than MinPts, the point is marked as core object. Else, it is marked as noise.
Step3: if the point is a core object, create a cluster with radius Eps and the core point. Then add the objects in the cluster into a list container, and check the objects recursive. If the object in the container is a core object, classify it to the same class as the point and add its neighborhood points into the container. Else, mark and delete it from the list container.
Step4: repeating Step 2 and Step 3 until the objects in datasets S are marked as a class or as noise points as it is found out not belong to any class.
Step5: mark the m clusters get from step 4 as datasets Di (i=1,2,…,m).
Step6: given the value of kernel parameter σ and penalty constant C.
Step7: training and building SVDDi on Di, calculate the corresponding center ai and radius ri.
Step8: marking all the points in original datasets S. if the point not belongs to any hyper-sphere, it is added into the noise set N. if the data sample is within one hyper-sphere, it is marked as the corresponding class label. If the data sample is in multiple hyper-spheres, calculate the discriminant is about O(mN) . Therefore, the total time complexity of DBS-SVDD algorithm is O(N2)+ mO(N /m)3 +O(mN), due to the m to be much smaller than N, so the total time complexity of the DBS-SVDD algorithm is mO(N /m)3. The timeliness of the algorithm is kind of low, but just perform DBS-SVDD algorithm with the data set once off-line, we can get the m SVDD noise determination model, so after a training the noise determination time complexity of data sample which newly added to the data set is only O(m), which is much lower than other major noise data detection algorithm. In practical applications, the newly added data samples are usually up to a certain amount before they need to re-execute the DBS-SVDD algorithm to update the model, so overall, DBS-SVDD algorithm has better timeliness. In order to verify the effectiveness of DBS-SVDD noise data detection algorithm, we performed comparative experiments with DBS-SVDD noise data detection algorithm and SVDD algorithm without introducing the original DBSCAN algorithm. Experimental platform is Windows 7 Ultimate Edition, Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU P8400 2.26GHz, 3GB memory, 320GB hard drive. The development tool is Visual Studio 2010. Three UCI datasets including Wholesale_customer, Turkiye_student_evaluation and User_knowledge_modeling are used as the experimental data. UCI is a specialized public database for testing machine learning and data mining algorithms. The data of three selected datasets have identified class label, which can be used to verify the effectiveness of DBS-SVDD nsoise data detection algorithm. Firstly, for each dataset, data were selected sequentially based on stratified sampling by category. Sampling data of each category accounted for about 70% of the total proportion. The sampled data are used as training set and the remaining data are used as testing set. The basic flow of the experiment is that conduct clustering on the training set by DBSCAN algorithm at first, and then compare the results with data clustering based on real category by evaluating the effect of F1 score. Then according to the results of the clustering, train with SVDD algorithm on each category which is identified and then get discriminant model for each category. The resulting models are used to classify training and testing sets. We can get F1 scores of training and testing sets in each category, and then compare with the previous F1 score which only use DBSCAN clustering algorithm. DBS-SVDD algorithm can be judged by the result of the experiment. DBS-SVDD algorithm has four input parameters including the radius of neighborhood Eps, the minimum number of objects within the neighborhood MinPts, kernel parameter and the penalty parameter C. Different parameters have great influences on the experimental results, and the optimal parameters corresponding to the different data sets is also different. We tried a large number of test parameters for each dataset, and the final selection of the parameter values are as shown in Table I . The results are shown in Figs. 6-15. It is shown that DBS-SVDD algorithm can effectively reduce error samples of DBSCAN clustering by introducing SVDD algorithm, and significantly improve the clustering accuracy. By comprehensive observation of precision and recall rates, although SVDD considers several data samples belonging to the class as noise data due to training minimal decision hypersphere, the experimental results show that most of the data which are excluded by the minimal decision hypersphere is still data which doesn't belongs to the class. The rate of data within the class which are excluded is very low. Therefore, it is significant that higher accuracy rate is obtained by sacrificing a small amount of recall rate. The experimental results show that all kinds of SVDD model which is trained by training set show good classification results on the testing set. In summary, DBSSVDD by introducing SVDD algorithm can effectively identify noise data from DBSCAN clustering results. By rejecting the detected noise data, we can significantly improve the quality of clustering results. 
IV. EXPERIMENT
V. CONCLUSIONS
From the perspective of noise data detection, this paper proposes a new noise data detection method based on DBSCAN and SVDD. The algorithm effectively reduces the clustering error samples of DBSCAN clustering results by introducing SVDD algorithm, namely the noise data in each class. Rejecting the noise points which are identified by DBSCAN at first stage and the noise-point within a class of DBSCAN core points cluster at second stage can effectively improve the accuracy of clustering results. However, four parameters of the proposed algorithm need to be selected, which contains the radius of neighborhood Eps, the minimum number of objects within the neighborhood MinPts, kernel parameter σand the penalty parameter C. Different parameters have great influences on the experimental results, and the optimal parameters corresponding to the different datasets is also different. Currently, we have to rely on manual adjustment. Finding a way to automatically select the optimal parameters will be the next issue to be studied.
